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A multiplexed image of tonsil sample (human FFPE) stained with a panel of 6 markers.

Spatial biology, the next 
frontier in life sciences
Extracting molecular and cellular information from tissues is critical to 
answer some of the underlying questions of complex diseases. Spatial 
biology redefines how this information can be contextualized on a 
map, adding a new dimension to assess co-expression or interactions 
between cells and their microenvironment.
 
The access to spatial information allows for a dramatic improvement in 
the comprehension of disease pathology in areas such as immuno-on-
cology, neuroscience and infectious diseases. 
 
Today, barriers such as time requirements and complexity prevent the 
wide adoption of spatial biology in translational and clinical research. 
With Lunaphore’s innovative chip technology, it is possible to elegantly 
transform any simple assay into multiplex spatial biology.

Discover how Lunaphore  
is enabling spatial biology  
in any laboratory.

Accelerating 
Spatial Biology

LABSAT®: YOUR INTRODUCTION TO SPATIAL BIOLOGY.
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From discovery to tissue profiling

Sample in-spatial 
insight out
Acquire the immune profiles 
of your tissues. Assess re-
gion-to-region and cell-to-cell 
interaction seamlessly.

From hypothesis to 
screening results
Increase your chances of
successful biomarker identification 
with multiplexing: Identify new 
biomarkers with potential prog-
nostic value or involved in immune 
treatment response.

From biomarkers to 
actionable results
Evaluate treatment impact on 
patient responsiveness or vali-
date the effects of therapies on 
the immune environment.

We lower barriers of adoption
Learn how Lunaphore can enable spatial biology in your lab, even without 
prior knowledge. We support you every step of the way in setting up tissue 
staining and analysis workflows.

Integrate spatial 
biology with ease
Set up a scalable, fast,
precision technology with 
training and guidance.

Simplify your work 
dramatically
Build new assays starting 
from optimized panels and 
add your validated, non-
conjugated antibodies.

Tissue 
Profiling

Biomarker discovery 
and validation

Differential Treatment 
Evaluation
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lunaphore.com



A multiplexed image of a brain sample (mouse, frozen section).  
The panel includes 4 markers (propietary).  
Total protocol time: 30 minutes.

   100 µm

LABSAT®: YOUR INTRODUCTION TO SPATIAL BIOLOGY.

Dr. Spencer Watson
Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research

Johanna Joyce Laboratory, 
Lausanne, Switzerland

“I was extremely impressed with the quality of results we achieved 
with Lunaphore’s technology. It would normally take us 2 days to 
perform a 5-color immunofluorescent tissue staining, but with LabSat® 
it took us only 30 minutes!”
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LabSat® is your smart staining com-
panion to accelerate research. With 
LabSat®, spatial biology is accessible 
to every lab: flexibility, speed and 
ease of use, all in an open and com-
pact platform. 

Meet LabSat®

1 marker < 30 min
6 markers ~ 4h 

Reagent reservoirs

Staining module

Applications
Immunohistochemistry (IHC), immunofluorescence (IF): singleplex and
multiplex

In Situ Hybridization (ISH)*

Sample type FFPE samples, frozen sections (FS)

Staining time (per marker) < 20 min (FS)
< 30 min (FFPE)

Staining area 23 x 23 mm2

Staining technology Patented microfluidic FFeX™ technology

Tissue requirements Thickness 3-10 μm, fixed

Temperature control Yes

Slide capacity / requirements 1 / Compatible with standard histology slides - 75 x 25 mm, 1 mm thick

Dimensions 45 x 37 x 22 cm (W x D x H) 

Certifications        For Research Use Only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.

Instrument Specifications

*Beta Application

lunaphore.com
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Discover how LabSat® integrates 
multiplex analysis in your lab.

Spatial biology made easy

  You can automate standard protein detection assays such as IHC and 
immunofluorescence, both in singleplex or multiplex stainings.

  RNA detection assays (RNAscope®) are possible, currently as beta 
application.

  A user-friendly software with application templates will guide you, 
automating complex protocols, while ensuring high-quality data extraction.

  The microfluidic chip of LabSat® permits the use of any non-conjugated 
primary antibody.

  Leverage your previous experience by using your validated library of 
primary antibodies.

Discover all the protocols you can automate on LabSat®.

One instrument, many applications

Which type of assays can I automate on LabSat®?

Can I easily integrate multiplex capabilities in my lab?

  Optimize protocols rapidly and efficiently: results in 20-30 minutes / marker. 
  Save time on assay development, and ensuring extraction of high-quality 

data faster.
  Get started quickly, using Lunaphore’s pre-optimized protocols and add 

new markers easily.

How can LabSat® speed up my research?

Fast 
optimization 
companion

Easy & Open 

Automation 
enabled

    Multiplex IF IHC/IF        ISH

Assay TSA-based IF Sequential IF Antibody mix IF Chromogenic 
Fluorescent     RNAscope® **

Number of targets (max) 4 / 8* 10 4 1 1

w*

*With spectral unmixing **Beta application

LABSAT®: YOUR INTRODUCTION TO SPATIAL BIOLOGY.
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High-quality data in a short time

A multiplexed image of colon (human, FFPE). 
The panel includes 4 markers. Total protocol time: 3 hours.

LabSat® brings automation to your laboratory by ensuring precision, 
unmatched uniformity and reproducibility to your assays.

A multiplexed image of the immuno-profile 
of tonsil (human, FFPE). The panel includes 6 
markers.  
Total protocol time: 4 hours, 12 minutes. Access our bibliography, technical notes and markers library by 

visiting our Resource Center:  lunaphore.com/resource-center

lunaphore.com



Join our next VIRTUAL DEMO

Scan the QR code to see the 
next dates the LabSat® virtual 
demo. You will be able to join our 
scientists in the lab, see them 
operate the instrument live, and 
ask questions.

Service Lab

If you are interested in the LabSat® platform, our Service
Lab is the solution to generate cost- and time-efficient
proof-of-principle data using your samples and reagents.

Learn more at: lunaphore.com/service-lab

Talk to our scientists

Discover how we can help you bring spatial 
biology in your lab and learn more about our 
multiplex solutions.

Send your request to info@lunaphore.com.  
Our team will be happy to support you.

Browse our Resources

Access our bibliography, technical notes, 
markers library and much more by visiting our 
Resource Center.

Learn more at: lunaphore.com/resource-center

For Research Use Only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.
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